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ABSTRACT
This paper investigated the learnability and generalizability of French schwa alternation by Dutch low-proficiency second language learners. We trained 40 participants on 24 new schwa words by exposing them equally often to the reduced and full forms of these words. We then assessed participants' accuracy and reaction times to these newly learnt words as well as 24 previously encountered schwa words with an auditory lexical decision task. Our results show learning of the new words in both forms. This suggests that lack of exposure is probably the main cause of learners' difficulties with reduced forms. Nevertheless, the full forms were slightly better recognized than the reduced ones, possibly due to phonetic and phonological properties of the reduced forms. We also observed no generalization to previously encountered words, suggesting that our participants stored both of the learnt word forms and did not create a rule that applies to all schwa words.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Reduced word pronunciation forms (i.e. forms with weakened or absent segments compared to the words' citation forms) are highly pervasive in everyday conversations \cite{1}. Importantly, while words' reduced forms are easily understood by natives, who are barely aware of them, second language (L2) learners struggle comprehending them \cite{2}. One of the possible reasons for low proficiency learners' problems with comprehending reduced pronunciation forms may be related to the classroom environment itself where L2 learners are hardly exposed to reduced forms.

In this paper, we address two research questions. First, we investigate whether L2 beginning learners recognize the reduced and full forms of words equally well if they have heard both forms of these words equally often. If they do, they may have learned that, for these words, two pronunciation forms are possible, or they may have formed a generalization which they also apply to other words. This brings us to our second research question: can learners generalize knowledge about reduction processes observed in newly learnt words to previously encountered words. For instance, if learners of English are familiarized with the variations /ˈæmbjualns/—/ˈæmbjlans/ for ambulance and /ˈæbslut/—/ˈæbslut/ for absolute, can they then also easily understand /ˈkæθlik/ for catholic?

We are not the first ones to investigate whether learners of a (artificial) language can generalize a sound pattern from one word to another word (e.g. \cite{3}). To our knowledge, all generalization studies investigated generalization of a newly acquired pattern to unknown new words. While learning a foreign language, however, learners may have to generalize a pattern to words they already know. For instance, they may already know the full form of the word catholic before they learn that absolute can be pronounced as both /ˈæbslut/ and /ˈæbslut/. We investigated whether, given successful implicit learning of reduced forms of some words, learners can generalize a speech reduction pattern to previously encountered words.

To address these questions, we trained and tested Dutch beginning learners on French alternating schwa words (e.g. pelouse 'lawn' can be pronounced with schwa /pluz/ or without /pluz/). Schwa reduction is very frequent in French, even in more formal speech \cite{4}. It also frequently occurs in Dutch, but mostly results in a shortened rather than completely absent schwa, and rarely occurs in formal speech \cite{5}.

We first trained participants on the full and reduced forms of new schwa words. Subsequently we tested them in an auditory lexical decision task on the full and reduced forms of these new words as well as previously encountered schwa words.

2. EXPERIMENT

2.1. Participants
We tested 40 Dutch native speakers between 18 and 24 years old (mean 20). All studied French in high school for maximally three years and were paid for their participation. None reported any hearing impairment. Five were left-handed and eight were male. Prior to the experiment, the participants rated their skills in French on a zero (very bad) to five (very good) point scale. They scored on average 1.5 for reading, 1.3 for listening, 0.9 for writing, and 0.9 for speaking.
2.2. Materials

To better hide the aim of the experiment to the participants, the participants learned two types of words: 24 words with and 24 words without schwa in their initial syllables. The trained words with schwa (henceforth Trained Target words, TTs) were bisyllabic real French words (e.g. semoule 'semolina'), starting with only one consonant, and considered by native speakers as equally acceptable in their reduced (e.g. /smul/) and full (e.g. /smul/) forms [6]. Absence of schwa in these words does not lead to assimilation in the resulting consonant sequence. The trained words without schwa (Trained Fillers, TFs) consisted of twelve monosyllabic and twelve bisyllabic words. All 48 words were chosen from two beginners' textbooks frequently used in the Netherlands [7] and all were depictable. We selected 48 pictures to represent the TTs and the TFs from three free-of-rights picture databases [8].

We also selected 24 schwa words likely to be known by these participants (Non-Trained Target words, NTTs): 13 schwa words from the same beginners' textbooks previously mentioned and eleven cognate schwa words (either in Dutch or in English, e.g. menu /many/ 'menu').

In the lexical decision experiment, the 24 TTs, 24 TFs and 24 NTTs were intermixed with 24 real words (non-Trained Fillers; NTFs), which were selected in the same way as the TFs, as well as 96 phonotactically legal pseudowords. We created the pseudowords by reusing the first syllable or consonant cluster of every bi- and monosyllabic real words. These pseudowords matched the real words in number of syllables and Consonant-Vowel (CV) structure. For instance, la remarque (lərərmək/) formed the basis for le recombre (lərekəbʁ/). Finally, we selected six more non-schwa real words and created six pseudowords for practice trials.

We created five different pseudo-randomizations of the trials, respecting the following constraints: 1) the very first stimulus and the first stimulus after the break in the middle of the task were not TTs; 2) a TT was never followed by another TT, and 3) no more than eight real words or pseudowords occurred sequentially. We included two tokens of some words (the 24 TTs, 6NTFs, 6TFs and 36 pseudowords), which led to 264 trials per list. In each list, approximately half of all stimuli (including the non-schwa words) were reduced. Each list was assigned to eight participants.

2.3. Recordings and speakers

A female Dutch native speaker from The Hague recorded the Dutch translations of the 48 trained words. A male French native speaker from Paris (speaker Fr1) recorded all 204 French word types (real and pseudowords) preceded by the definite determiner (le or la). He first produced them in a careful speech style (by enunciating clearly) and then in a casual speech style (by reducing pronunciation effort, and, for the schwa words and pseudowords, by dropping the schwa). A female French native speaker from Lyon (speaker Fr2) recorded the 48 training words. She listened to the recordings from speaker Fr1 and repeated after him. We selected the two best tokens for each speech style from each speaker. The stimuli were recorded in a sound attenuated booth at a 44.1kHz sampling rate and 16-bit resolution on a mono channel. The recordings were manually spliced in separate sound files and normalized for amplitude with Praat [9].

All word tokens recorded in casual speech style were shorter than the corresponding tokens recorded in careful speech style, for both speakers and for all word types (on average 121 ms shorter for schwa words and 126 ms for non-schwa words). Table 1 shows the average durations of the reduced and full tokens of the schwa words.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>TTs</th>
<th>NTTs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fr1 - Test</td>
<td>579</td>
<td>723</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fr2 - Training</td>
<td>597</td>
<td>732</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.4. Procedure

The participants were trained and tested individually in sound attenuated booths. The stimuli were always presented over headphones at a comfortable listening volume. In the training phase, the pictures and the French words were presented with PsychoPy [10] and in the test phase the words were presented with Presentation [11].

The participants were first familiarized with the 48 pictures: they saw each picture once while hearing the corresponding Dutch word. Then they saw the 48 pictures one by one again and heard for each picture four tokens of the corresponding French word in a sequence (speaker Fr2): two reduced and two full tokens in random order. The participants were asked to learn the words. Afterwards, the participants had six rounds of training in which, upon hearing a French word, they had to click on the corresponding picture on the screen. In every round, the 48 words were played once, in random order and randomly uttered either in reduced or full form. The number of pictures displayed on the screen increased at each practice round, from four to six, and was then maintained to six pictures. If participants
clicked on the correct picture, a green check mark briefly appeared on the picture and the next trial was initiated; otherwise, a red cross appeared and the participant could click on another picture. At the end of each practice round, the participant's accuracy was displayed on the screen. By the end of the training, the participants had heard each TT and each FT five times reduced and five times in full.

The participants were then immediately tested with an auditory lexical decision task. They were instructed to press the ‘yes’ button of a button box with their dominant hand if the word they heard was a real word in French and to press the ‘no’ button with their other hand if they thought it was not a real French word or if they had any doubt. The next stimulus started one second after the participant's response or 3.5s after the onset of the previous stimulus if the participant did not press any button. The task started with 16 practice trials (4 practice words were repeated) after which the experiment leader checked if the participant understood the instructions and that the volume was set to a comfortable level. There was a brief pause after the first half of the stimuli. In order to discourage guessing and to reward participants' learning efforts, accuracy feedback (in percentages of correct answers) was displayed after the practice trials, just before the break, and at the end of the task.

3. RESULTS

The participants' high accuracy in recognizing the non-schwa words (97% for the TFs, 84% for the NTFs) and in rejecting the pseudowords (81%) shows that they took the task seriously. Their lowest accuracy scores were for the schwa words: 67% for the TTs and 43% for the NTTs.

We analysed the participants' accuracies and reaction times (RTs, measured from word onset) to the first tokens of the TTs and NTTs in the lexical decision task. Accuracies were analysed by means of generalized mixed effects models [12], and RTs to correct trials within 2.5 standard deviations from the targets' means by means of mixed effects regression models [13]; both with the software R [14]. Prior to analysis, all RTs and word durations were log-transformed. Only predictors which showed significant effects were retained in the final models. Interactions were tested for the predictor of interest. We used item and participant as random effects. Random slopes were tested for all fixed effects. The final RT models were refitted after removal of the outliers: RTs with residual standard errors more than 2.5 standard deviation units were excluded from the datasets of the final statistical models.

3.1. Accuracies to Targets words (TTs and NTTs)

We compared participants' accuracies to the target words as a function of reduction and training (cf. Figure 1, left, and Table 2). A group of twelve control participants with the same proficiency level as our participants performed the lexical decision task without any training. The accuracy scores of these participants are also plotted in the Fig.1 left.

**Figure 1:** Accuracy scores in percentages of correct answers (left), and RTs to correct answers in milliseconds (right) for the trained (TT) and non-trained (NTT) target words' first occurrence, split by pronunciation variant (full vs. reduced); Error bars: 95% confidence intervals; Control participants' accuracy in bold horizontal lines (left).

The participants were significantly less accurate on the NTTs than on the TTs. They were also significantly less accurate on the reduced than the full tokens. This difference was significant for the TTs ($\beta=0.38$, SE=0.16, $z=2.32$, p<0.05) and the NTTs ($\beta=1.52$, SE=0.18, $z=8.22$, p<0.0001). Importantly, there was also a significant interaction between training and reduction: the participants performed significantly worse on reduced NTTs.

**Table 2:** Statistical model for the response accuracy to target items (first occurrence). Standard error is indicated by SE.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fixed effects</th>
<th>$\beta$</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(intercept)</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>3.05</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Training</td>
<td>-0.99</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>-2.73</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduced</td>
<td>-0.41</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>-2.49</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Training : Reduced</td>
<td>-1.05</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>-4.34</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Random effects</th>
<th>variance</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Item</td>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>1.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant</td>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>1.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2. Reaction times to Target words (TTs and NTTs)

The participants responded faster to the reduced than the full TTs while the reverse was true for the NTTs (cf. Figure 1, right panel). We tested the significance of these RT results (cf. table 3), using as fixed control predictors Stimulus duration and RT to the
previous trial, which indicates the participant's local speed in the test. We found that participants reacted significantly faster if they had also answered fast to the previous trial, and that they reacted more slowly to long stimuli, due to the fact that RTs were measured from word onset. More importantly for our research questions, reduction of the stimuli was not significant as a fixed predictor, while it was significant as a random slope on Item, which means that the effect of reduction varied depending on the word type. In addition, we found a significant interaction of training and reduction, showing that the effect of reduction varied depending on the 

Our first research question was whether learners can comprehend reduced and full forms equally well when they have been exposed to these forms equally often. The participants' accuracy scores suggest that this is the case because we found a difference in accuracy score between the two forms of only 6 percent points. This difference in accuracy is, however, significant. The small advantage of the full over the reduced form could be explained by the phonetic differences between the two: reduced and full forms differ in duration, number of phonemes and consonant clusters (many reduced forms begin with illegal consonant clusters in French). Possibly, the learners had more trouble encoding the more complex and often illegal onsets. Also, shorter forms leave less time for processing while containing the same amount of information.

4. DISCUSSION

This study examined the effect of implicit training of Dutch low-proficiency learners on French schwa alternation. The participants' accuracy to the taught schwa words (TTs) in the lexical decision task was relatively good (67%) and significantly better than that of the non-Trained schwa words (NTTs; 43%), showing that the participants had learnt the TTs.

In conclusion, our study has shown that beginning learners' difficulties with reduced word forms can be largely overcome when learners are equally exposed to both the reduced and full forms of the words. However, implicit training on one day is not enough to trigger the generalization of schwa alternation processes to previously encountered words.
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